Gearshift and handbrake gaiters
■ Words & photos: Kate Hudson - Member # 2785
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COVID-19 Lockdown = doing jobs on hobby cars that one can’t drive!
So, I decided to tackle changing the gear
stick and handbrake boots/gaiters.
I had been wanting to do these for ages.
I have owned my NC for three years and
the gear stick gaiter was torn (and vinyl)
when I bought it. I found black leather
replacements on eBay. They came from
Poland within a couple of weeks, and
fitted perfectly.
Genuine ones were heaps more expensive
and were in stock in the US or the UK!
Helpful links on how to do this were

supplied by Ferg (Peter Ferguson, Eastern
Victoria Chapter Captain). I did the job
over a few days ... after all, there’s no rush
at the moment.

I reused the metal circular collar that goes
on top of the gear stick boot/gaiter (you’ll
need the glue for this). It sits under the
gear knob when re-assembled.

Tools required:

It was a challenging but ultimately
rewarding job, and I am really happy with
the result. I’m no mechanic, but I have
tackled small jobs and oil changes on my
Morris Minor, so I’m not afraid to have a
go.

• Plastic card: I found a shop loyalty card
(thinner and more flexible than a credit
card) really useful for lifting the plastic
covers to access the screws that fix the
centre console to the body.
• Phillips head screwdriver and
• some trim glue.

Anyone who can use a screwdriver should
give this job a go – it was fun! ■

Re-use the metal ring
that tops the gear stick
gaiter

A funnel helps maintain the tension
while the glue dries

The finished leather
gaiters, back in the car
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rounds of rubbing meths over the window
to remove the glue. A final clean with
window cleaner and I had a clear driver’s
window. It had only taken me all day and I
was knackered!
I decided to have a break before I tackled
the other windows. On the next few Club
runs I kept admiring the clear view out of
the driver’s window and, with the painful
memory receding, and some additional
research, on a hot October day I decided to
tackle the passenger window.
I parked the car in the sun and, using the
same technique of newspaper, cardboard
and cloudy ammonia, I hoped for a better
result. But 30 minutes later when I

removed the newspaper everything was
bone dry; the heat had evaporated the
cloudy ammonia and the window tint was
unaffected.
Gritting my teeth, I got an old plastic
garbage bag and placed it between
the newspaper and the cardboard and
repeated the process. Another 30 minutes
later, with some trepidation, I removed
the still wet newspaper and magically the
window tint peeled away, in one piece –
both layers of film and the glue included!
A few small pieces remained around the
edges but they scraped away easily. One
wipe of window cleaner and I had another
clear window. It really was easy.

■ Please note: All “Tech Talk” information is provided as a guide
only. All work is carried out at the owner’s risk.

On another hot day I did the rear window.
The tight confines of the cabin, the slope
and curvature of the rear window and
the sauna effect inside the cabin made
it more challenging, but the film easily
peeled off.
I love my clear windows.
Moral of the story: pick a hot day to
remove window tint. ■
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